Strain and electromechanical coupling are ubiquitous in nature, and exist in many processes involved in information technology, energy conversion, and biological phenomena. Strain-based scanning probe microscopy (s-SPM) techniques, especially piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) and electrochemical strain microscopy (ESM), have emerged as powerful tools to probe and manipulate materials, structures, and systems at the nanoscale. In this review, we will present the fundamentals of s-SPM and a variety of its operational modes, introduce its applications in scientifically or technologically important functional materials, electrochemical systems, and biological structures, and discuss some of its challenges and potential opportunities. By detecting dynamic strains associated with underlying microscopic processes excited by a scanning probe, high sensitivity and unprecedented spatial resolution can be obtained, though caution must be exercised to distinguish different microscopic mechanisms, and quantitative interpretation of the s-SPM data remains challenging. We expect that s-SPM will continue to provide great insight into functional materials and structures, and will play a valuable role in the emerging field of materiomics.
Introduction
Driven by the rapid advances in nanostructured materials and systems over the last two decades, scanning probe microscopy (SPM) has emerged as a powerful tool to probe and manipulate materials, structures, and systems at the nanoscale. While SPM was originally developed in the 1980s to study the atomic forces between samples under investigation and a scanning probe tip, a variety of other imaging modes of SPM have since been proposed and implemented, expanding the capabilities of SPM to a wide range of functional properties. Of particular interest here are strain-based SPM (s-SPM) techniques that detect dynamic strain excited in a sample using a scanning probe, including piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM), conceived in 1990s [1, 2] , and recently developed electrochemical strain microscopy (ESM) [3, 4] and piezomagnetic force microscopy (PmFM) [5, 6] . These techniques have been applied to study functional materials such as piezoelectrics, ferroelectrics, and multiferroics, electrochemical devices including lithium ion batteries and solid oxide fuel cells, as well as biological materials and structures. They have not only provided unprecedented insights into the microscopic mechanisms of these materials at the nanoscale, but also enabled new discoveries as well as novel nanostructure fabrications and manipulations. Thus we feel it is quite appropriate and timely for us to survey the current state of art of s-SPM in this inaugural issue of Journal of Materiomics.
Strain is ubiquitous in nature, and exists in many processes involved in information technology, energy conversion, and biological phenomena. Many of the strains are electromechanical in nature, and the coupling between electric field and mechanical deformation underpins the functionality of materials and systems as diversified as ferroelectrics and multiferroics, electrochemical cells, and biological systems. In ferroelectrics, strain is directly coupled to polarization [7] , and thus can be used to study complex phenomena involving polarization reversal, domain wall pinning, and multiferroic interaction. During electrochemical conversion and transport, a key attribute is electrochemical strain resulting from changes in either ionic concentration or valence state [8e12], which might not be desirable for device operation, yet provide valuable information on local electrochemistry that is otherwise difficult to detect. The very basis of biological functionalities is electromechanics [13e15], including nervecontrolled muscle contraction at macroscale, hearing at microscale, and voltage-controlled ion channels at nanoscale. It appears that strain and electromechanical coupling are directly relevant to many existing and emerging aspects of materials science and nanobiotechnology, and s-SPM techniques, by detecting dynamic strain associated with underlying microscopic processes, offer a set of power tools to probe such materials and systems with high sensitivity and resolution.
In this short review, we will present the fundamentals of s-SPM and a variety of its operational modes, introduce its applications in a number of scientifically or technologically important areas, and discuss some of its challenges and potential opportunities. This does not mean to be a comprehensive survey of the state of art. Instead, we plan to sample some of the progress in methodology development, present selected applications in functional materials, electrochemical systems, and biological structures, and highlight a few endeavors in resolving microscopic mechanisms and quantitative analysis associated with s-SPM.
Fundamentals of strain-based scanning probe microscopies

Basic operations
Scanning probe microscopy (SPM) was developed to detect tiny interactions between a scanning probe tip and the sample surface under investigation. As shown in Fig. 1(a) , an SPM system includes four core components: (1) a cantilever that serves as a force sensor; (2) a laser photodiode that measures cantilever deflection; (3) a scanner that moves the sample relative to the cantilever in two-dimensions (2D); and (4) a data acquisition and control unit. When the cantilever is brought close to the sample surface by an actuator in the z direction, the interaction between the probe tip and the sample surface will attract or repel the cantilever, resulting in a deflection s that is measured by photodiode. If the spring constant k of the cantilever is known or calibrated, then the interaction force can be calculated as
Meanwhile the displacement Z of the entire cantilever along the z axis is independently controlled, and the tip-sample distance D can be determined as
when an appropriate sign convention is adopted, allowing us to measure the tip-sample interaction force F as a function of their distance D. Interested readers can refer to monograph by Greg Haugstad for more in-depth discussions on SPM [16] . The imaging mechanism of s-SPM is based on the detection of dynamic strain or displacement of the sample. An AC voltage is applied to the sample through the conductive probe in contact with the sample, which often serves as the top electrode, with the bottom electrode grounded underneath the sample, as shown in Fig. 1 (b) . Since the probe tip is in contact with the sample surface, the cantilever is bent upward, and the set point, i.e. the force exerted by the cantilever to the sample surface, is usually fixed by feedback control. As such, the topography of the sample surface can be mapped simultaneously with the surface displacement. The applied electric field will trigger a localized surface vibration of the sample due to its electromechanical coupling, which in turn induces vibration of the cantilever that can be measured by the photodiode. Two types of surface displacement can be measured, one is the vertical one arising from normal strain, as shown in Fig. 2(a) , and the corresponding mode is referred to as vertical s-SPM; the other is the lateral displacement arising from shear strain, as shown in Fig. 2(b) , and the corresponding mode is referred to as lateral s-SPM. The combination of vertical and lateral s-SPM can provide comprehensive information on the underlying microstructure and microscopic processes, as we discuss later.
In addition to the displacement excited by an electric field, other actuation methods have also been developed. One is based on displacement driven by a piezoelectric transducer underneath the sample [17, 18] , as shown in Fig. 3(a) , and the resulting vibration of the sample surface can be measured, yielding information on the mechanical properties of the sample. Magnetic materials can also be excited by magnetic fields generated by an AC current in a coil, as shown in Fig. 3 (b) , and this is what we refer to as piezomagnetic force microscopy (PmFM) [5, 6] . The imaging mechanism of PmFM is based on the magnetostrictive effect, similar to the detection of piezoelectric strain in PFM. Unlike conventional magnetic force microscopy (MFM), which is based on long-range magnetostatic interactions and requires a magnetized tip and two-pass scans [19] , PmFM has advantages in its contact mode operation with a nonmagnetic tip in one-pass.
Dynamics-based techniques
The surface displacements induced under s-SPM are usually very small, in the range of picometers (pm), and thus it is necessary to amplify the displacement to enhance the sensitivity. This is often accomplished by exciting the surface vibration at the cantilever-sample resonance and measuring the resulting displacement using a lock-in amplifier at the driving frequency, as shown in Fig. 1 (b) . The details of the digital lock-in are shown in Fig. 4 , with which one can obtain not only the amplitude but also the phase of s-SPM response. The lock-in makes it possible to measure the displacement at the frequency of interest with the noise at other frequencies filtered, and thus enhance the signal to noise ratio substantially. The relationship between driving and measuring frequencies can be adjusted, which is important for characterizing nonlinear responses as we show later. When the driving frequency is at the cantilever-sample resonance, the magnitude of the displacement is amplified by orders of magnitude, as shown in Fig. 5(a) , making it possible to detect displacements as small as pm. Furthermore, it turns out that the cantilever-sample vibration can be described by the damped driven harmonic oscillator model [20e22], with the s-SPM amplitude A and phase f given by,
where u and u 0 are driving and resonant frequencies, respectively, Q is the quality factor, and A i is the quasi-static amplitude at a frequency far away from the resonance. As seen in Fig. 5 (a) and (b) , these two equations fit experimental data pretty well. As such, if the s-SPM amplitude and phase can be measured at two or more frequencies, then the resonant frequency, quality factor, as well as phase and amplitude at the resonant frequency can be solved from these two equations, providing us not only the underlying electromechanical coupling of the sample, but also its contact stiffness (through the resonant frequency) and dissipation (through the quality factor). For example, the intrinsic or corrected s-SPM amplitude A i in the absence of resonance enhancement can be determined by dividing the resonant amplitude A 0 by the quality factor,
which reflects the intrinsic electromechanical response of the sample. In order to maintain high sensitivity, it is necessary to drive the AC voltage at cantilever-sample resonant frequency, as we discussed above. However, during scanning, the resonant frequency often shifts due to changes in contact stiffness, which may arise from material heterogeneity or topography variation. So it is necessary to track the resonant frequency during scanning, and there are two main techniques to accomplish this. The first is the dual amplitude resonance tracking (DART) technique, which was previously referred to as the dual frequency resonance tracking (DFRT) technique [23] . In this approach, the cantilever-sample system is driven at two different frequencies across resonance, as shown in Fig. 6(a) , and the resulting amplitudes at these two frequencies are maintained to be equal. When the resonant frequency shifts within a certain range, one frequency will become closer to the resonance, and its amplitude will increase. The other frequency moves in the opposite direction and its amplitude will decrease. The difference between these two amplitudes serves as feedback control to adjust the driving frequency, so that the resonant frequency can be followed during scanning, as long as the shift is not too large. Loss of resonance tracking does occur in practice when large resonance shifts are encountered. As we discussed above, measuring the amplitudes and phases at two frequencies during scanning enables us to derive mappings of resonant frequency and quality factor by solving Eq. (3), and examples of such mappings are given in Fig. 6 .
Another technique is based on band excitation (BE) [24] . Instead of using two driving frequencies, a band of frequencies within a range is applied to drive the cantilever-sample system, as shown in Fig. 7 . The driving signal in frequency domain is first inversely Fourier transformed into time domain, and applied to the scanning probe. The resulting response in the time domain is recorded and Fourier transformed back into frequency domain, yielding response at each driving frequency, which can be fitted by Eq. (3) to yield the system parameters of interest, similar to what we have discussed for DART technique. Band excitation (BE) eliminates the need to track the resonance, as long as the band is sufficiently wide. The disadvantage is that the driving power is distributed over a frequency band, and thus reduces the response at each driving frequency. The resulting signal is not filtered through the lockin either, affecting its signal to noise ratio.
Most of the time, the excitation of the cantilever-sample system and the detection of the corresponding response occur at the same frequency, usually the resonant frequency for enhanced sensitivity, as shown in Fig. 5 . This is the socalled first harmonic technique, with which the response linear to the excitation is detected, appropriate for materials such as piezoelectrics wherein the strain is proportional to electric field. On the other hand, nonlinear effects are of interest in many systems, for example in ferroelectrics, and this requires higher harmonic detection. In the second harmonic technique, the excitation is driven at u/2, while the response is detected at u, as shown in Fig. 8 , so that the strain quadratic to the applied electric field is measured [25, 26] . To enhance the sensitivity, the system is usually excited at u 0 /2, so that the measurement is carried out at resonant frequency u 0 . Second harmonic detection can be realized in single frequency and BE modes, and higher harmonic techniques can be implemented accordingly if of interest.
DC-based manipulations
In addition to exciting surface vibration of a sample using AC voltages, DC voltages can also be applied to manipulate the state of the sample. This is often carried out in two different waveforms. In the first type, a sequence of DC voltages in triangular waveform is applied, on top of which AC voltage is simultaneously exerted to excite surface vibration, as shown in Fig. 9 (a). For ferroelectric materials, the sequence of DC voltages would switch the polarization of the sample when the coercive field is exceeded, and this is referred to as switching spectroscopy PFM (SSPFM) [27] . Between each DC voltage step, the so-called ON state, the voltage is stepped back to OFF state with zero voltage, and the response is usually measured during the OFF state to minimize the electrostatic interactions between the probe and sample. For the second type, more appropriate for electrochemical systems, DC voltages in square wave forms are applied over longer periods of time, as shown in Fig. 9 (b) , and this would trigger longer range electrochemical activities, for example surface reactions or ionic diffusions depending on the polarity of the DC voltage. Such techniques can be useful for relaxation study after the DC voltage is stepped back to zero, from which a relaxation time constant can be derived that reflects the ionic diffusivity [28] .
The DC voltage can also be applied as a nanolithography tool to fabricate a nanostructured pattern. While scanning a desired region on the sample surface, positive and negative voltages can be applied based on a pre-designed template, which changes the sample state accordingly, resulting in a desired structure in the sample. For ferroelectric materials, this corresponds to positively and negatively polarized regions [29] , and one such example using the CU Buffaloes logo as template is shown in Fig. 10 , where the patterned polar structure is exhibited by both PFM amplitude and phase mappings. For electrochemical systems, this could correspond to oxidized and reduced regions on the sample surface. Based on the patterned surface states, subsequent nanofabrication can also be carried out, as we show later.
Applications of strain-based scanning probe microscopies
In the last section, the fundamentals of s-SPM have been introduced, and various operation modes have been discussed. In this section, we focus on the applications of s-SPM for functional materials, biological structures, and electrochemical systems.
Piezoresponse force microscopy
Piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) is one mode of s-SPM that was developed for piezoelectric and ferroelectric materials. In piezoelectric materials, the strain ε is proportional to the electric field E via the linear piezoelectric coefficient d. For typical piezoelectric ceramics with transversely isotropic symmetry where the polarization is normal to the sample surface, normal strain is induced,
which can be measured by vertical PFM. On the other hand shear strain is induced
when the polarization is in-plane, which can be measured by lateral PFM. To fully characterize in-plane polarization, two measurements have to be carried out, with samples rotating inplane by 90 . For more general polarization orientation in 3D, vector PFM combining vertical and lateral PFM can be carried out [30] . Interested readers can find more in-depth discussions on PFM in some recent review articles [31e34].
Piezoelectric, ferroelectric, and multiferroic materials
Piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) has been instrumental in studying piezoelectric and ferroelectric materials, including not only low-dimensional materials and structures made of conventional ferroelectrics, but also new piezoelectric materials and systems, for example two-dimensional materials such as graphene nitride nanosheets [35] . A few recent case studies are highlighted here. One is the molecular ferroelectrics that have attracted significant interest recently, with some of the new molecular crystals exhibiting piezoelectric and ferroelectric properties comparable to their inorganic counterparts [36e38]. For example, it was discovered that diisopropylammonium bromide (DIPAB), a molecular crystal processed from aqueous solution, is ferroelectric with a spontaneous polarization of 23 mC/cm 2 , and exhibits good piezoelectric response and well-defined ferroelectric domains [39, 40] , as shown in Fig. 11 . It was observed that phase and amplitude mappings obtained with vertical and lateral PFM overlaid on 3D topography correspond to each other well, revealing ferroelectric domain patterns with alternating bands of upward and downward polarizations separated by domain walls. Upon application of DC voltage under SSPFM, typical PFM hysteresis and butterfly loops are observed, characteristic of ferroelectric switching. Despite the out-of-plane polarization direction of the sample, strong lateral PFM signals exist. This can be understood as arising from nonzero piezoelectric coefficients d 22 and d 25 and spontaneous polarization P 2 of C 2 point group, which induce both normal and shear piezoelectric strains simultaneously under an electric field applied along the polar axis. For typical perovskites with out-of-plane polarization, only normal response is expected from symmetry.
Piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) has also been useful in revealing microscopy mechanisms underlying piezoelectric and ferroelectric properties of samples. One such example involves a series of PZT thin films of different compositions [41] , where PFM was used to correlate the subtle relations among composition, microstructure, and ferroelectric properties, as shown in Fig. 12 . The evolution of domain structures with composition is evident, resulting in significant differences in PFM butterfly loops at different compositions. A second example is the giant electromechanical response in a mixed-phase rhombohedral-tetragonal BiFeO 3 thin film, which was probed using sub-coercive PFM based on multipleharmonic measurements [42] . Strain and dissipation data, backed by thermodynamic calculations, suggest that the enhanced electromechanical response originates from the motion of phase boundaries. Recently, giant enhancement in ferroelectric retention in BiFeO 3 mixed-phase boundaries have also been reported based on PFM experiments [43] . A third example is (K,Na)NbO 3 nanoscale single crystals [44] , for which PFM hysteresis and butterfly loops have helped confirm the existence of a morphotropic phase boundary. More examples on PFM applications in piezoelectric and ferroelectric materials can be found in Refs. [45e48] .
Multiferroic materials, with coexistence of ferroelectric and magnetic orderings, have attracted significant interest in the past decade [49e51]. Bismuth ferrite is probably the most studied multiferroic material due to its room temperature multiferrocity [52, 53] , and PFM has been instrumental in studying not only its piezoelectric and ferroelectric properties, but also its magnetoelectric coupling. Many interesting phenomena have been demonstrated in BiFeO 3 with the help of PFM, including switchable ferroelectric diode and photovoltaic effect [54] , a strain driven phase boundary resulting in large piezoelectric strain [55] , electric control of magnetic orders [56, 57] , domain wall conduction [58] , and electric modulation of conduction [59] . The domain wall conduction of BFO is shown in Fig. 13 , where lateral PFM phase mapping in (a) reveals three types of domain walls, while cAFM mapping in (b) Fig. 14 to probe a multiferroic coreeshell composite nanofiber, where the magnetic field strength can be adjusted, and notable tuning of PFM butterfly loops is observed, with both coercive field and piezoelectric strain shifted by the magnetic field. The technique has since been applied to demonstrate magnetic field induced polarization reversal in a multiferroic composites [66] . A recent development has involved using both PFM and PmFM to study multiferroic BiFeO 3 eLiMn 2 O 4 heterostructure [6] , though many challenges remain for PmFM due to the difficulty in localizing a magnetic field with high spatial resolution. If a micro-coil can be implemented on the cantilever to generate a concentrated magnetic field, as recently demonstrated in Ref. [67] , PmFM can be valuable for probing multiferroic materials and structures.
Finally, we discuss some examples of PFM nanolithography. This can be carried out by applying a DC voltage at a single point, for example on BiFeO 3 thin film to investigate its domain switching dynamics [68a,68b] or to control and manipulate the domain patterns underneath the probe [69] where both vertical and lateral components of electric field can be utilized. More broadly, patterning with positively and negatively polarized structures can be accomplished by scanning with a charged probe [70, 71] . One such example is given in Fig. 10 . Interestingly, such patterned polar structures can itself be used as template for subsequent deposition of metallic particles [72ae72c] . This is demonstrated in LiNbO 3 crystal in Fig. 15 . After a domain pattern was written by applying positive and negative voltages while scanning according to the template, visible light-induced polarization-dependent photochemical deposition of silver nanoparticles was realized using the written domain as the template, with the specific deposition of silver nanoparticles on þc domains observed due to the photogalvanic effect of LiNbO 3 crystals [73, 74] . Such metallic nanoparticle patterns can then be used for surface-enhanced Raman scattering [75e77]. We also point out that it has recently been demonstrated that writing a domain structure by mechanical stress instead of voltage applied through a scanning probe is also possible [78] , further expanding the capability of PFM nanolithography.
Biological materials
Many biological tissues are known to be piezoelectric [79e84], including bone, teeth, muscles, nerves, exoskeletons, and otoliths, and piezoelectricity was thought to be a fundamental property of biological systems [85] . It was thus not surprising that PFM has been applied to study a variety of biological materials [86e93], including human bones and teeth, tooth dentin and enamel, collagen fibrils, insulin and lysozyme amyloid fibrils, breast adenocarcinoma cells, and bacteriorhodopsin. While these studies unambiguously confirmed biological piezoelectricity, a closely related phenomenon, ferroelectricity, remains elusive in biology, as no switching behaviors were observed in a number of systems probed, including single collagen. Nevertheless, lateral PFM carried out by Denning et al.
[94e96] revealed polarity distribution in rat tail tendon from both amplitude and phase mappings, as shown in Fig. 16 , exhibiting polarity contrast in different regions which resembles domain patterns in typical ferroelectrics. Thus it is possible that non-switching in collagen is due to the practical constraint on electric field applicable to the sample instead of fundamental limitations. Interested readers can refer to a recent review article [97] for more discussion on piezoelectric and ferroelectric effects in biology.
The first indication of ferroelectricity in biological tissues was reported by Li and Zeng in green abalone shell, and then in clamshell and nacre shell, as they found consistent PFM switching in these systems [98e101]. Such observation was also reported by Zhou et al. in nacre using a similar technique [102] , and ferroelectricity was observed in gamma-glycine as well, the smallest amino acid commonly found in protein [103] . Liu et al. carried out a series of studies on aortic wall and arterial elastin [104, 105] , and found switching in elastin but not collagen. The ferroelectric switching of elastin has since been confirmed by macroscopic pyroelectric measurement, and its molecular mechanism has been revealed by molecular dynamics simulation [106] . It is interesting to note that ferroelectric switching in elastin is largely suppressed by glucose, as shown in Fig. 17 , which could be related to aging, during which glycation between elastin and sugar naturally occurs. Furthermore, we note that nacre shells are switchable, while bones are not. They have similar inorganic constituents, yet different organic components. Bone contains mostly collagens, while shell contains elastic biopolymers such as chitins, which is closer to elastin in its elasticity. Finally, we point out that collagen is a much more ancient protein than elastin, which is only found in arteries of vertebrate and in later stages of embryonic development when blood pressure becomes much higher. Evolution through natural selection may play a role here.
Electrochemical strain microscopy
Electrochemical strain microscopy was first proposed in 2010 by Balke and Kalinin at Oak Ridge National Laboratory [3, 4] , and the imaging mechanism, as the name suggests, is based on detection of electrochemical strain. The implementation is very similar to PFM -under an AC voltage, the ionic concentration underneath the scanning probe will fluctuate, resulting in a Vegard strain that is proportional to the ionic concentration change Dn,
where b is Vegard coefficient. This Vegard strain in turn induces a surface vibration similar to piezoelectric strain under PFM, which is detected by the photodiode. While originally proposed to characterize electrochemical activities associated with lithium ions in electrodes and electrolytes of lithium ion batteries, ESM has since been extended to probe other electrochemical systems such as solid oxide fuel cells, which involve for example not only ionic concentration changes but also valence changes and space charges.
Lithium ion batteries
The first model system studied by ESM was amorphous Si anode in an all-solid thin film lithium ion battery, as reported by Balke et al. [3] . By measuring relaxation curves, they demonstrated high lithium ion concentration changes in grain boundary-like features, where a bigger opening of the hysteresis loop was also observed, reflecting larger extents of lithium ion redistribution underneath the charged scanning probe. Interestingly, such loop opening was also observed to increase with cyclic number, accompanied by drop in capacity, suggesting that the nanoscale ESM measurement does correlate with macroscopic battery performance. Such strain-based detection offers much higher spatial resolution compared to conventional current-based electrochemical testing, which is very difficult to scale down to nanometer regime. Since then, they have also reported detailed studies on LiCoO 2 cathode [4] , where local hot spots in electrochemical activities were observed. Using such technique, Zhu et al. [107, 108] studied LiNi 1/3 Co 1/3 Mn 1/3 O 2 thin film cathode and TiO 2 anode, as shown in Fig. 18 , and observed that the quality factor decreases with the cyclic number, suggesting higher dissipation resulted from cycling.
Chen et al. have used DART ESM to study an inhomogeneous LiFePO 4 cathode consisting of micro-and nanocrystallized particles in the as-processed, charged, and discharged state [28] , and uncovered drastic differences in ESM response and energy dissipation between micro-and nanocrystalline LiFePO 4 . For example, in the as-processed sample, the averaged ESM response in the nano-crystalline area is more than twice the response in the microcrystalline area. After charging, the averaged amplitude drops substantially in both areas due to extraction of Li-ions. In the discharged state, substantially higher ESM response of more than 70% again is observed in the nano-crystalline area. Such correlation between nanoscale ESM response and local crystalline morphologies may help explain the superior capacity observed in Li-ion batteries with nano-crystalline LiFePO 4 .
In addition to inducing lithium ion redistribution, the charged scanning probe may also trigger electrochemical reaction on the surface, which can be used as a nanolithography tool to pattern electrochemical system, similar to PFM nanolithography discussed earlier. One such example was demonstrated in lithium ion conducting glass ceramic (LICGC) [109] , as shown in Fig. 19 . It illustrates the topography of LICGC before and after measurement of the IV curves over a 100-point grid using a maximum voltage of 6 V, and shows that lithium particles were formed on 96 out of 100 points on the surface due to electrochemical reduction, with the four non-particle locations correlating with the presence of nonconductive AlPO 4 moieties. This demonstrates the feasibility of ESM as a nanolithography tool as well.
Solid oxide fuel cells
While originally envisioned for lithium ion batteries, it has since been realized that ESM can also be applied to study other electrochemical systems as well, particularly solid oxide fuel cells. This was first demonstrated in oxygen conducting yttrium-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) [110] , where systematic mapping of oxygen activity on bare and platinumfunctionalized YSZ surfaces was demonstrated, allowing direct visualization of the oxygen reduction/evolution reaction activation process. The imaging mechanism was proposed to be based on generation or annihilation of oxygen vacancies depending on the sign of the bias, which diffuse and migrate through the material under the combined effect of the electric field and concentration gradient, though it is unclear whether the vacancies has sufficient mobility at lower temperatures. The associated changes in molar volume then result in electrochemical strain that is detected by ESM, and higher activity at the triple-phase boundary was noted. The technique has also been applied to mixed electroniceionic conductors such as La x Sr 1Àx CoO 3 and oxygen conducting Ceria [111, 112] .
Nanocrystalline ceria exhibits conductivity orders of magnitude higher than microcrystalline ceria in air at high temperature, and the most widely accepted theory attributes this enhancement to relatively immobile positively charged defects and/or impurities accumulating at the grain boundary. This leads to a counterbalancing increase in the number of mobile electrons (small polarons) within a diffuse space charge region adjacent to each grain boundary, though such space charge regions have not been directly observed. Chen et al. applied ESM to image the location and relative population of mobile electrons near grain boundaries in polycrystalline Sm-doped ceria in air at 20e200 C [113] , and presented direct and spatially resolved evidence that such diffuse space charge regions do exist in ceria, and are localized to both grain boundaries and the gas-exposed surface, as shown in Fig. 20 . A significant increase in signal intensity with temperature is observed, and the logarithm of the average signal intensity is fairly linear with 1/T, exhibiting an Arrhenius slope of approximately 0.2 eV. Such strain was attributed to potential-induced changes in small polaron concentration in the space-charge region near the gas-exposed surface and at grain boundaries, consistent with the activation energy estimated from Arrhenius slope. In general, applications of ESM to solid oxide fuel cells are limited by the temperature that can be applied to the samples, currently limited to below 300 C. It will be really beneficial if this temperature range can be extended to 500 C and higher.
Challenges and opportunities
As we have shown above, s-SPM techniques have been very successful in probing functional materials, biological structures, and electrochemical systems. However, a number of challenges remain. Here we focus on two critical issuesresolving microscopic mechanisms and quantitative analysis, which also offer great opportunities for future research.
Resolving microscopic mechanisms
As we have already noted, PFM and ESM operate in similar manners, and yield similar responses, making it difficult to distinguish two very different microscopic mechanisms. To appreciate this, we highlight recent experimental observations of electromechanical coupling and its apparent polarity switching in some unexpected materials, for example glass, silicon, electrets, and others [114e117] . None of these materials are piezoelectric or ferroelectric, yet they not only respond to local electrical excitation applied via SPM probe, but also have their strain response phase reversed by an electric field, resulting in apparent hysteresis and butterfly loops that resemble characteristics of classical ferroelectrics. It is thus important to distinguish the microscopic mechanisms of observed s-SPM responses, separating piezoelectric contributions from the electrochemical ones, which is rather difficult to do.
The situation is illustrated in Fig. 21 , where typical mappings of vertical s-SPM amplitude and phase are shown for three representative classes of materials, including a classical ferroelectric PZT film, a lithium ion phosphate cathode material for lithium ion batteries, and an ionic glass [26] . No clear distinctions of electromechanical responses among these three systems are observed, except that the mappings of PZT show polycrystalline structure, while those of glass reveal no topographic features due to its amorphous nature. So can we determine the microscopic mechanisms of electromechanical coupling using s-SPM, especially when a material is new or unknown?
The response of s-SPM can come from both intrinsic material effects and extrinsic factors such as electrostatic interactions. We focus on the intrinsic material responses first, which can be classified into dielectric responses and electrochemical phenomena. Classical ferroelectrics exhibit piezoelectric strain biased by their spontaneous polarization, and thus exhibits bipolar characteristics that can be switched by an external DC voltage. Electrochemical systems, on the other hand, may possess Vegard strain that depends only on the ionic composition, and thus is nonpolar in nature. This will help distinguish between these two different mechanisms. The electrochemical process, however, can also induce ionic dipole moments, which can be switched by external DC voltage too. Electromechanical strains from both induced and spontaneous polarizations are electrostrictive, and thus are quadratic to the polarization,
where P s is spontaneous polarization and cE is the induced one. For classical ferroelectrics with large spontaneous polarization under small AC fields, the strain is predominantly linear to the AC field. On the other hand, for materials with small spontaneous polarization in comparison with the induced one, significant strain responses quadratic to the AC field would be expected. This will help distinguish contributions from spontaneous and induced polarization. Based on these considerations, Chen et al. outlined a few methods to distinguish different microscopic mechanisms responsible for s-SPM response [26] . First of all, due to the nonpolar characteristic of electrochemical Vegard strain, DC field can only manipulate the ionic concentration and correspondingly the magnitude of its strain response, not its phase. As a result, a Vegard strain type of response should show no phase reversal under DC voltage, unlike a ferroelectric. Secondly, electrochemical dipoles can be induced by electric field, resulting in apparent phase reversal upon DC reversal. However, such strain is dominated by quadratic electrostrictive response, and thus have a large second harmonic component, while a typical piezoelectric has negligible second harmonic response, as shown in Fig. 22 . Furthermore, induced dipoles in an amorphous system such as glass tend to have rather high macroscopic symmetry, with the symmetry axis aligned with the applied electric field. And thus the lateral shear response in-plane, if any, will be much smaller than the vertical one out of plane. This is in contrast to typical ferroelectrics such as PZT, for which substantial lateral responses comparable to the vertical ones are expected due to lower symmetry. Finally, electrochemical systems have rather different time dependence from that of piezoelectric materials, which makes it possible to further identify different microscopic mechanisms by varying the duration of the applied voltage. As such, by employing a combination of spectroscopic studies and their time dependences, examining first and second harmonic strain responses, and comparing vertical and lateral amplitudes, it is possible to distinguish electromechanical coupling arising from spontaneous polarization, induced dipole moment, and ionic Vegard strain, and these offer a clear guidance on using s-SPM techniques to study a wide range of functional materials and systems.
Extrinsic effects can also make large contributions to the s-SPM response. For example, it has recently been shown that the system-inherent background in PFM can originate from the interactions between the modulation voltage from the SPM probe and surface absorptions [118] . By minimizing such interactions via modulating voltage through bottom electrodes instead of scanning probe, background-free PFM results were obtained. Another important contribution is electrostatic interaction, which can be taken into account by contact mode Kelvin probe force microscopy [119] .
Finally, we point out the importance of determining absolute phase for ESM [120] , critical for identifying appropriate microscopic mechanisms responsible for electrochemical strain. Because of cantilever-sample resonance during dynamic measurement, such phase information is lost, and Chen et al. recently developed a procedure for calibrating such phase information at low frequency, where instrumental delay has been taken into account [115] .
Quantitative analysis
While s-SPM has been widely applied to study a variety of materials and systems, the interpretation of s-SPM data, especially quantitative analysis, is not well established. The difficulty lies in four aspects: (1) the highly concentrated electric field underneath the conductive probe tip, (2) localized displacement field that is severely constrained by its surrounding, (3) complicated electromechanical coupling in the sample that could be nonlinear, and (4) coupling of the sample with the electric field in the air. As a result, although it is possible to estimate the effective piezoelectric coefficient from the field induced-displacement under PFM, such an effective coefficient does not only depend on the intrinsic piezoelectric constants of the samples, but also on a number of other electromechanical moduli as well as on the experimental conditions. In fact, analyses suggest that the relationship between the effective piezoelectric coefficients derived from PFM and the electromechanical moduli can be highly nonlinear, even when the constitutive behavior of the specimen is strictly linear [121, 122] . For electrochemical systems involving ionic diffusion and migration, as well as possible contributions from surface reactions and space charges, the situation becomes even more complicated. This highlights the importance of rigorous theoretical analyses and computations of s-SPM under realistic experimental conditions and microscopic approximations, without which what one can learn from it would be rather limited and remain largely qualitative.
There have been a number of attempts to analyze electromechanical interactions between the charged SPM tip and probed specimens [123e125] , and most of the analyses were built on decoupled methods with the charged SPM approximated as an effective point charge [121] . The electromechanical strain is treated as an Eigen-strain in an isotropic elastic solid, making the analysis considerably simpler. For example, a one-dimensional decoupled analysis has been carried out by Ganpule et al. [126] and Agronin et al. [127] to analyze the displacement of 90 domains under PFM and to determine the effective piezoelectric coefficient. The surface displacement of single crystal barium titanate has been analyzed by Felten et al. [128] using the decoupled method in 3D based on the elastically isotropic Green's function in halfspace. Such decoupled methods have also been applied to study static domain imaging [129] , domain dynamics [130, 131] , as well as PFM resolution [132, 133] . Recent efforts have been focused on extending such analysis into ESM, wherein microscopic processes are completely different, involving diffusion and electromigration [134, 135] . Nonlinear effects, such as electrostriction and electrostatic responses, have also been considered [136, 137] . However, since direct electromechanical coupling is ignored, it is not clear how accurate such decoupled methods are.
Kalinin et al. [121] and Karapetian et al. [125] did carry out coupled electromechanical analysis of PFM under strong indentation conditions with given penetration depths, which enable them to ignore the coupling between the piezoelectric specimen and air. This analysis has recently been extended to local thermal and electrochemical probes that are relevant for ESM [138] . The weak indentation conditions that are more appropriate for s-SPM, and for which the sample-air coupling cannot be ignored, have been studied by Pan et al. [139] , who analyzed electromechanical coupling of the transversely isotropic piezoelectric solid and the concentrated electric field induced by SPM tip, utilizing the fully coupled half-space Green's function in piezoelectric solids. The analysis can be extended to analyze ESM as well.
Even the fully coupled analysis of Pan et al. treated the conductive SPM probe as a point charge [139] , which is a considerable simplification compared to reality. More accurate treatments would be desirable, especially when taking into account realistic configurations of the cantilever-sample system, as well as the dynamics associated with it. An analytic approach for such complicated systems is probably not realistic, and computational approaches utilizing finite element methods (FEM) and phase field techniques would be ideal. The dynamic response of an SPM cantilever interacting with a piezoelectric sample has recently been computed by FEM, yielding a spectrum of frequency dependent responses that have helped interpret both vertical and lateral PFM data [35] . In addition, the combination of phase field simulations with s-SPM has been very powerful in revealing formation and evolution of domain structures in a ferroelectric thin film under a charged scanning probe, as demonstrated by Chen's group [140] and others [141, 142] , and we think this line of research will continue to produce fruitful results for understanding microscopic processes induced by the charged scanning probe, not only for PFM, but also ESM.
Concluding remarks
We close by reaffirming s-SPM as a powerful tool to probe functional materials, biological systems, and electrochemical devices with high sensitivity and spatial resolution, and by highlighting the challenges associated with quantitative analysis and resolving distinct microscopic mechanisms. Through combined experiments, analysis, and computation, we expect s-SPM to provide great insight into functional materials and structures in the years to come, and we believe it will play a valuable role in the emerging field of materiomics.
